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S
uffering is caused by taṇhā i.e., 

craving, whose origins lie in our 

i nc l i na t ion  towards  ce r ta in 

unwholesome mental states known as the 

kilesas i.e., defilements. The most basic 

defilements are the triad of lobha(greed), 

dosa(aversion), and moha(delusion). Lobha 

is self-centred desire: the desire for pleasure 

and possessions, the drive for survival, and 

the urge to bolster the sense of ego with 

THE EIGHT-FOLD PATH OF BUDDHA
– AN INTRODUCTION

                                                                                     -   **Prof. K.T.S. Sarao

From Buddhist perspective, life is inseparably tied to dukkha which may be 

translated into English as suffering. Even deathdoes not bring an end to 

suffering as the life process does not stop with death. When life ends in one 

place, with one body, the “mental continuum,” the individual stream of 

consciousness, springs up again elsewhere with a new body as its physical 

support. Thus the cycle goes on over and over� birth, aging, and death� driven 

by the thirst for more existence. This round of rebirths, called sa�s�ra, has 

been turning through since time immemorial. It is without a first point, 

without temporal origin. No matter how far we go back in time, we always 

find living beings� wandering from one state of existence to another. The 

Buddha describes various realms where rebirth can take place, such as realms 

of torment, the animal realm, the human realm, and realms of celestial bliss. 

But none of these realms can offer a final refuge. 
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power, status, and prestige. Dosa signifies the 

response of negation, expressed as rejection, 

irritation, condemnation, hatred, enmity, 

anger, and violence. Moha means mental 

darkness: the thick coat of insensitivity which 

blocks out clear understanding. From these 

three roots emerge the various other 

defilements‒ conceit, jealousy, ambition, 

lethargy, arrogance, and the rest‒ and from all 

these defilements together, the roots and the 

branches, comes dukkha in its diverse forms: 

a s  p a i n  a n d  s o r r o w,  a s  f e a r  a n d 

discontentment, as the aimless drifting 

through the rounds of birth and death. To gain 

freedom from dukkha ,  therefore, the 

defilements need to be eliminated. 

The Buddha teaches that root that holds all 

the defilements together is avidyā i.e., 

ignorance. Ignorance is not mere absence of 

knowledge, a lack of knowing particular pieces 

of information. It is blindness to the real nature 

of things that shrouds our minds.Ignorance 

can co-exist with a vast accumulation of 

itemized knowledge, and in its own way it can 

be tremendously shrewd and resourceful. As 

the basic root of suffering, ignorance is a 

fundamental darkness shrouding the mind. To 

free oneself from suffering fully and finally one 

must eliminate ignorance by the root. Since 

ignorance is a state of not knowing things as 

they really are, what is needed is knowledge of 

things as they really are. Not merely 

conceptual knowledge but perceptual 

knowledge, a knowing which is also a seeing. 

This kind of knowing is called paññā (Sanskrit: 

prajñā) i.e. wisdom. Wisdom helps to correct 

the distorting work of ignorance. It enables us 

to grasp things as they are in reality, directly 

and immediately, free from the screen of ideas, 

views, and assumptions one's mind ordinarily 

sets up between oneself and the real. Thus, to 

eliminate ignorance one needs wisdom. As 

indubitable knowledge of the ultimate nature of 

things, wisdom cannot be gained by mere 

learning, by gathering and accumulating an 

array of facts. However, wisdom can be 

cultivated through a set of conditions, 

conditions which we have the potential to 

cultivate. These conditions are actually mental 

factors, components of consciousness, which 

fit together into a systematic structure that can 

be called a path leading to the cessation of 

suffering. 

The Buddhist doctrine of dukkha and its end 

is fully explained through the Four Noble 

Truths. These four noble truths were put 

forward by the Buddha at Sarnath in his first 

p u b l i c  d i s c o u r s e  k n o w n  a s  t h e 

Dhammacakkapavattana Sutta i.e. Discourse 

on the Turning of the Wheel of the Dharma.

These four noble truths are:

1. Suffering,

2. The origin of suffering,

3. The cessation of suffering, and

4. The path leading to the cessation of 

suffering.

The fourth truth is the path that leads to the 

cessation of suffering and consists of eight 

parts which are collectively known as the 

aṣṭāṅgika mārga i.e. the eightfold path. The 

eightfold path is also known as majjhimā 

paṭipadāi.e., the middle path because it avoids 

the two extremes of self-mortification and self-

indulgence. However, it is not a middle path in 

the sense that it affects a compromise 

between the extremes, but it transcends them 

both by avoiding the errors that each involves. 

The path avoids the extreme of sense 

indulgence by its recognition of the futility of 

desire and its stress on renunciation. Desire 

and sensuality, far from being means to 

happiness, are springs of suffering to be 

abandoned as the requisite of deliverance. 

But the practice of renunciation does not entail 

the tormenting of the body. It consists in 

mental training, and for this the body must be 

fit, a sturdy support for the inward work. Thus 

the body is to be looked after well, kept in good 

health, while the mental faculties are trained to 

generate the liberating wisdom. 

The eight limbs of the eightfold path 

aresammā diṭṭhi  (r ight view), sammā 

saṃkappa (right intention), sammā vācā (right 

speech), sammā kammanta (right action), 

sammā ājīva (right livelihood), sammā 

vāyāma (right effort), sammā sati (right 

mindfulness), and sammā samādhi (right 

concentration).These eight limbs are not 

sequential as each one of them is dependent 

upon the other and all of them are meant to be 

f o l l o w e d  a n d  p r a c t i c e d  t o g e t h e r . 

Enlightenment can be attained only when all 

the eight limbs are fully practiced and 

perfected.The eight limbs of the path cover a 

man's understanding of the truth (paññā), his 

moral life(sīla), and his power of concentration 

(samādhi). Viewed from this triple aspect 

understanding of the truth consists of sammā 

diṭṭhi and sammā saṃkappa, moral conduct 

consists of sammā vācā, sammā kammanta, 

and sammā ājīva; andpower of concentration 

consists of sammā vāyāma, sammā sati, and 

sammā samādhi.�
Sammā diṭṭhi may be explained as a clear 

understanding of the four noble truths. 

Sammā saṃkappa means directing one's 

efforts towards the elimination of ignorance 

(avidyā) through the elimination of malevolent 

thoughts and the development of pure 

thoughts by practising nekkhammā (giving up 

selfishness and worldly pleasures), avyāpāda 

(altruism and loving kindness), and avihiṃsā 

(harmlessness).The meaning of sammā 

vācāis refraining from telling lies, not 

engaging in gossip, not slandering others, and 

refraining from the use of harsh words. 

Sammā kammanta consists of abstinence 

from causing injury to living beings, stealing, 

and sexual misconduct. A person, who 

observes sammā ājīva, does not earn his 

livelihood by taking up a job or career in a field 

in which harm gets caused to living beings. 

The meaning of sammā vāyāma is to generate 

in oneself and then sustain positive mental 

attitudes, such as the seven factors of 

enlightenment: mindfulness, investigation of 

phenomena, energy, rapture, tranquillity, 

concentration, and equanimity. The meaning 

of sammā sati is the cultivation of awareness 

of one's body (kāyānupassanā), feelings 

( v e d a n ā n u p a s s a n ā ) ,  m i n d 

(dhammānupassanā), and mental objects 

( c i t t ā n u p a s s a n ā ) .  S a m m ā  s a t i  i s 

accompanied by meditative practices of 

sammā samādhi, enabling the practitioner to 

cultivate “one-pointedness of the mind.”This is 

done through the shutting of the doors of the 

senses to the outside world and thereby 

focusing on one of an assortment of objects 

that are designed to enable the practitioner to 

accomplish specific mental states that fall 

outside a person's normal day-to-day 

consciousness.

Please note: This lectures has been 

prepared largely by borrowing materials from 

Bhikkhu Bodhi's book entitled The Noble 

Eightfold Path: The Way to the End of 

Suffering(Kandy, Sri Lanka: Buddhist 

Publication Society, 1994). 
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    THE TRADITIONAL HEALTH CARE SYSTEM OF INDIA

   AYURVEDA
AN INTRODUCTION

-Dr. Ramesh P R**

An ancient scholar of Ayurveda Acharya Vagbhata, described healthy life as:

Nityamhitaharaviharasevi samikshyakari vishayesvasaktah /

Data samah satyaparah kshamavanaptopasevi cha bhavatyarogah //
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O
ne who enjoys wholesome food 

and activity every day; who 

introspects on his actions; who is 

unattached; who is generous; who looks on all 

with an equal eye; who is truthful and forgiving; 

who delights in the service of virtuous men; he 

remains free from illness.

(Ashtanga Hridayam, Sutrastanam, 4th 

Chapter, 36thSloka)

Ayurveda is the traditional health care 

system of India which is being widely practiced 

in many parts of the world. Ayurveda is 

considered to be the oldest healing science 

and stems from the ancient Vedic culture. 

Many years ago, our ancient scholars formed 

the philosophy of Ayurveda for treating the 

body and the mind. Ayurveda was taught for 

many thousand years in an oral tradition by the 

accomplished masters of Ayurveda to their 

disciples. Some of the knowledge was 

disseminated through print after few thousand 

years ago but much of it was still inaccessible. 

The modern medicines are quite in demand 

these days. The estimate says that on an 

average, around ten thousand physicians are 

be ing  t ra ined 

every year in 

various medical 

u n i v e r s i t i e s 

which support 

an industry, producing drugs worth Rs.6000 

crores (US $ 1.3 billion) a year. Undoubtedly, 

m o d e r n  m e d i c i n e  i s  a n  o r g a n i z e d , 

documented and an officially recognised 

health care system in India. Ayurveda 

although, has stood the test of time but we are 

currently experiencing a renewed interest in 

this philosophy of wholeness and sustained 

health.

The literal meaning of the word Ayurveda is 

“Knowledge of Life”. Ayurveda is a philosophy 

that perceives man to be an integral part of the 

nature and treats him for his ailments taking 

the body, the mind and the spirit together. Its 

approach to man's well-being is philosophical 

in principle and holistic in technique. In 

ayurveda, every state of ailment is conceived 

as a psychosomatic manifestation and the 

eradication procedure is functional and 

integrative rather than symptomatic or 

factorial. Along with medication, Ayurveda 

insists on good dietary habits for speedy 

recovery. Thus, it becomes a comprehensive 

healthcare system. Ayurveda is not merely a 

disease care system rather it is a way of living 

which aims at achieving good quality of life. 

According to Ayurveda, the state of health can 

be defined as the harmonious existence of 

physical, psychological and spiritual entities. 

A y u r v e d a  e m p o w e r s  u s  w i t h  a n 

understanding of how to create a balance 

b e t w e e n  b o d y ,  m i n d  a n d 

consciousness according to one's 

own individual constitution. Just like 

all of us have a unique finger print 

similarly, each person has a 

part icular pattern of energy. 

Tridosha is a theory which forms 

the foundat ion of  Ayurveda. 

Tridosha which is vata, pitta and 

kapha are the basic functional units of human 

body. According to Ayurveda, an individual's 

basic constitution depends on tridosha which 

to a large extent determines predisposition 

and prognosis to disease as well as therapy 

and life-style regime. Ayurveda holds out a 

field oriented, functional and holistic, but 

personalised approach.

It is broadly classified into two types i) 

Swasthavritta (Healthy man's regimen Or 

Preventive aspects of health) and ii) 

Athuravritta (Treatment of diseases).There 

are eight branches of clinical Ayurveda 

namely general medicine, paediatrics, 

psychiatry, ENT and ophthalmology, surgery, 

toxicology, geriatrics and rejuvenative 

treatments and aphrodisiacs.

Ayurveda focuses on the promotion of 

positive health. All procedures described as 

treatments are intended to strengthen the 

inherent healing potentials of the body. 

Ayurveda stresses that human beings should 

b e  i n  t u n e  w i t h  t h e  n a t u r e .  T h e 

Dinacharya(Daily regimen for the orderly 

upkeep of health) mentioned in Ayurveda 

comprises  of the psychosomatic, biological 

and social activities of an individual. The pros 

and cons of inhibition and excitation of natural 

urges are well described; the possible impacts 

of seasonal variations on health of human 

beings are discussed and effective measures 

to nullify the same are enumerated. Ayurveda 

also emphasizes on the role of dietetics both 

on healthy and ailing. Systemic guidance for 

antenatal, postnatal and neonatal care and 

description about Marma (Vital Life Points) 

are mentioned in Ayurveda. Description about 

unique therapy called Panchakarma (Five 

biocleansing procedures) are recommended 

in the management of chronic and difficult 

diseases.

Panchakarma comes under purificatory 

therapy,  which means five types o f 

b ioc leans ing  p rocedures .  They  a re 

vamanam- therapeutic emesis; vrechanam- 

therapeutic purgation; vashti- therapeutic 

enema; nasyam- therapeutic errhines and 

raktamoksham - bloodletting.

Modern medicine to a large extent 

concentrates on curative or system regulating 

medicines. It is quite effective in curing and 

controlling diseases which have direct cause 

and effect relationship. It successfully 

conducts surgery, lifesaving emergency 

managements, acute infection treatments etc. 

But there are many disease entities which 

elude a cure in the present global health care 

scenario due to transition of diseases due to 

various factors over a period of time.

WHO highlights the current concerns on 

Rapid unplanned urbanization, globalisation 

See on page 17 ...
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MAHASWETA

DEVI
Indra Nath Choudhuri
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A litterateur with the zeal of an 

activist, Mahasweta Devi dedicated 

herself to the struggles of tribal 

people particularly of Bengal, Bihar and 

Odisha and untouchables and fought against 

women brutality.  A committed social activist, 

Mahasweta Devi was more interested in 

recording poverty, hunger, oppression and 

corruption in the society and  was more 

concerned  in “recording the present instead of 

reconstructing the past.”  

In her Bengali novels and short stories, she 

often depicted the brutal oppression of tribal 

people and the untouchables by potent, 

authoritarian upper-caste landlords, lenders, 

and corrupt government officials. In her 

writings she interrogates, raises the voice of 

protest and then subverts. A true social defiant, 

she wrote about the source of her inspiration:

“I have always believed that the real history 

is made by ordinary people. I constantly come 

across the reappearance, in various forms, of 

folklore, ballads, myths and legends, carried 

by ordinary people across generations……. 

The reason and inspiration for my writing are 

those people who are exploited and used, and 

yet do not accept defeat. For me, the endless 

source of ingredients for writing is in these 

amazingly noble, suffering human beings. 

Why should I look for my raw material 

elsewhere, once I have started knowing them? 

Sometimes it seems to me that my writing is 

really their doing.”

Born in 1926 in Dacca, in a family 

distinguished for its contribution to literature 

and the arts, Mahasweta Devi studied English 

literature in Tagore's Visva-Bharati and 

Calcutta University. Her rich and diverse 

experience of life comes from many different 

quarters – her career as a teacher, her brief 

stint in the office of Deputy Accountant General 

of Posts and Telegraph, her editorial 

assignments, her close encounters with rural 

realities as the roving village reporter of the 

then famous Bengali daily, Jugantar and her 

work among the tribals of West Bengal, Bihar 

and Odisha. Once she found tribals in Puralia 

eating just boiled rice without salt or onion. 

When she asked them the reason, the reply 

came that it is not possible for them to 

purchase salt or onion and hence they mix 

their boiled rice with hunger and eat.

In her introduction to Agnigarbha, a 

collection of her short stories related to the 

Naxlite movement, published in 1978 she 

said,

“Life is not arithmetic, and man is not made 

for the game of politics. For me all political 

programmes and creeds should aim at the 

realization of the claims of man to survival and 

justice. I desire a transformation of the present 

social system. I do not believe in narrow party 

politics. After so many years of independence, 

I find my people still groaning under hunger, 

landlessness, in perennial debts, and as 

bonded labourers. Anger, luminous, burning 

and passionate, directed against a system 

that has failed to liberate my people from 

these horrible constraints inspired me in my 

writing.” 

After all I strongly feel, said Mahasweta 

Devi, “that a writer faces his judgment in his 

life time and remains answerable if she fails to 

highlight the suffering of the people and 

present a formidable answer.”

As a result Mahasweta Devi used creative 

expression as a tool to fight for the rights of the 

indigenous people and marginalized sections. 

With the sincerity of an activist and the 

passion of a writer, the Bengali writer was the 

voice of the oppressed in her novels and short 

stories, which won her a number of awards 

including the Padma Vibhushan, Magsaysay, 

Sahitya Akademi and Jnanpith.

Mahasweta Devi published forty two 

novels, fifteen collections of stories, five books 

for children and one collection of plays. The 

tally, impressive itself acquires even greater 

significance when one takes into account the 

impact of her major works. Her novel  'Hazar 

churashir Ma'  for instance , published  in 

1974, created and continues to create waves 

for its unsentimental but profoundly moving 

story of a mother's discovery  of how and why 

her son lies dead in a police morgue with a 

number tag 1084. The story of Birsa Munda, 

who led a tribal revolt against the British at the 

turn of the century is the theme of 'Aranyer 

Adhikar' (The right on the Forest), which won 

the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1979. In 

'Agnigarbha', (The Fire Within), she writes 

with fierce courage about those who have 

sacrificed their lives for the cause of greater 

social justice. Other notable works are 'Amrita 

Sanchay', 'Andhar Manik', 'Rudali', 'Sidhu 

Kanhur Daakey' and many more like these 

which gives us invaluable insights into the 

lives of the oppressed class. Besides, 

Mahasweta Devi's predominant concerns of 

the tribal backwaters, the “exploitations of the 

Adivasis by the landed rich or the urban-

admin i s t ra t i ve  mach ine ry  ca l l ous l y 

perpetuating a legacy of complicity with the 

colonizers, bonded labour and prostitution, 
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the destitution and misery of city dwellers who 

are condemned to live at the fringes and eke-

out a meager livelihood, the plight of woman 

who are breadwinners and victims of male 

sexual violence, dependent widows, ill-treated 

wives, and unwanted daughters whose bodies 

can fe tch  a  pr ice  –  are  adequate ly 

represented”. She describes vividly how an 

illegitimate tribal woman Marry Oraon, in the 

story 'Hunt' can fight to save the depredations 

of nature and the honour of women, who tend 

to be marginalised as sex commodities only. In 

the annual hunting festival of their tribe she 

kills the contractor who had raped her and 

thereby, deals out justice for a crime 

committed against her and the entire tribal 

society, against illegal deforestation, against 

nature, against oppression of women, against 

patriarchy, against neo - colonialism and 

against sustainable development.  In 

practically all the cultures of the world, women 

have a greater sense of concern for nature, 

environment and the world, and are the key to 

the alternative model of development. Let me 

here relate a story which Mahaseweta Devi 

verbally told us about Santhal women of  

Bengal who were once  asked by the 

agriculture experts to plant mahogany 

saplings in a row for a long time profit, but  they 

refused to do so because that disturbs 

ecological rhythm.  A mahogany tree is to be 

planted with a kusum and sidha tree on its both 

sides because at night they talk with each 

other and make love.  

This is the folk belief which knows well that 

nature is sacrosanct living organism capable 

of experiencing pain and pleasure.  The tribals 

know well that there is only one path to survival 

and that path is the ecological one, of harmony 

between man and nature.

 Mahasweta Devi does not think like the 

western feminists, who believe that man is the 

biggest enemy and  has to be confronted with 

anger and hate. Here she exposes the 

inequa l i t y  o f  gender,  mar r iage  and 

widowhood, unfair work practices, sexual 

servitude, bearing  and rearing children in 

poverty but even in all these exploitative 

situations her feminism means total upliftment 

of the entire society. The best example of this is 

an answer which she gave to a young girl while 

giving a talk at the Sahitya Akademi. The 

young girl asked her, why a woman should 

wear bindi on her forehead and mangal sutra 

in her neck. She looked straight in the eyes of 

the girl and said that 'those who break their 

relations with the mother earth, they speak like 

this.'

At the  2006, when India Frankfurt Book  Fair

was the first country to be the Fair's second 

time guest nation, she made an impassioned 

inaugural speech wherein she moved the 

audience to tears with her lines taken from the 

famous film song " " by Mera Joota Hai Japani Raj 

Kapoor. 

“This is truly the age where the Joota (shoe) 

is Japani (Japanese), Patloon (pants) is 

Englistani (British), the Topi (hat) is Roosi 

(Russian), But the Dil... Dil (heart) is always 

Hindustani (Indian).” 

Mahsweta Devi, a great writer died at the 

age of 91 on 28 July 2016 and left a legacy 

for all of us to follow.

From page 11......

ageing.  All these factors lead to a universal 

rise in non-communicable life style disorders 

like Diabetes, Heart disorders, Cancer, Mental 

d isorders,  Degenerat ive neurological 

disorders, muscular and skeletal disorders and 

autoimmune group of diseases. In 21st 

century, a disease transition has happened 

from communicable and infectious diseases to 

non-communicable life style disorders. 

In the above scenario, it is evident that each 

country's population is experiencing very 

complex and chronic health issues (both age 

related and life style related) which needs to be 

addressed using integrative, multidisciplinary 

approach. As many of the diseases are not 

curable, effective management to improve the 

Quality Of Life (QOL) is the only pragmatic 

approach. Moreover, the negative impact on 

the economy, resources like man power, 

materials etc. of a country also make the matter 

more complex.  Here, the preventive 

measures and health awareness programmes 

based on the principles of Ayurveda have a key 

role to play in order to minimize the negative 

imbalance. In this scenario, a single system of 

medicine alone is not enough to address the 

complex health issues of modern man. A 

judicious combination of various systems 

considering the condition of the patient and 

ailment could be a possible solution in the 

management of these diseases.

The chances of body tissues being dumped 

with toxins and impurities are steadily on 

increase in modern times. Modern life style, 

environmental pollution, mounting stress and 

strain, alienation of man from nature and over 

dependence on drug therapy are al l 

contributory for the emergence of new health 

hazards. Lifestyles and treatments (including 

Panchakarma) recommended by Ayurveda 

helps to improve and stimulate the innate 

healing potentials of the body by the procedure 

of detoxification in a holistic way.

** Dr. Ramesh P R is the Chief Medical 

Officer and Superintendent at Arya Vaidya 

Sala Kottakkal, Karkardooma, Delhi.

   AYURVEDA
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I
 was at a preview of the film 'Pyaasa' to 

see how its digital transfer has turned 

out to be. I was spellbound at the 

conclusion of the film. It was astonishing to 

learn that despite an interval of about 58 

years, the film continues to fascinate people. 

The film appeared fresh and its sound track 

was clear and resonating. I was accompanied 

by two other experts, who too were swayed by 

the film's intense charm.

In the world of cinema, the greatness of a 

film maker is not measured by the volume of 

the films he makes, but by the kind of films he 

makes. No matter even if the number of films 

he makes is limited. The former Bengali film 

director- writer Ritwik Ghatak, who has made 

only 8 films in Bengali language, overpowers 

other creative film makers like Desari Narayan 

Rao and Bharatiraja who have made over 120 

films each and still continue to make them. 

Guru Dutt adopted a similar ideology in Hindi 

cinema and directed around 10 films which 

has brought to him international fame. In fact 

out of the 10 films directed by Guru Dutt, he 

took the credit for only eight films and passed 

on the credit to his good friends M. Sadiq, and 

Abrar Alvi for the rest of the two films. Abrar 

Alvi was for long associated with Guru Dutt, as 

 

There was none…………………..

Guru Dutt 
Once There was

and Then,

- Gautam Kaul
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a writer.

Guru Dutt got his due in the world of Indian 

cinema after his premature death. He was 

already recognized as an actor, but the urge to 

make films in an unconventional way got him 

success as a director at the right time. Guru 

Dutt acted in many films and worked with other 

directors with the intention to earn money. He 

used his performance money to buy the best 

film equipment for his new film studio. 

Undoubtedly, some of the best technical works 

in Hindi cinema have come out of Guru Dutt's 

film studio. The most notable achievement 

was of VK Murty, Dutt's cinematographer who 

was conferred with the Dada Sahib Phalke 

Award decades later for his cinematography in 

'Pyaasa', 'Kaagaz ke Phool' and 'Sahib Bibi 

Aur Gulam'.

Although, Dutt got no State Awards and 

other acclaims except for the popular Hindi film 

awards yet many books are still written on 

Guru Dutt's personal and professional life. 

These books include original works written in 

different languages like French, German, 

Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, and Russian besides the 

English writings.  

Dutt had an enigma of a peculiar kind. His 

work till date compels the viewers to swear on 

his genius.  His work speaks for him and has 

convinced the audience that he was amongst 

the greatest film makers born in India. The 

period when Guru Dutt emerged in Indian 

cinema is usually referred as the Golden Age 

of Indian Cinema. The period witnessed the 

emergence of some of the original film makers 

like Raj Kapoor, Mehboob Khan, Guru Dutt 

and Hrishikesh Mukherjee. These film makers 

had the strong support of writers drawn from 

the Progressive Writer's Group and the Indian 

people Theatres group.

The artists who worked with Guru Dutt 

behind the camera agreed that Dutt allowed 

his creative team to exercise full liberty and 

encouraged them to bring their best from 

within. His team comprised of S.D.  Burman, 

(Dutt's music director) who composed his most 

endearing compositions, Biren Naug who did 

his art direction, and Y.G. Chauhan remained 

the film editor of almost all his films. All his 

team members joined him at different entry 

points and remained with him till the end. Guru 

Dutt with his entire team was able to direct 

movies in his personal style of film making. He 

rejected the confirmative rules of storytelling 

and adopted new styles of lighting and scene 

narration. He was surprised when 'Pyaasa' 

became a commercial success and was 

appreciated by his fans.

Guru Dutt's brief life span itself makes his 

life an interesting film subject. Guru Dutt was 

born in 1925 in Bangalore as Vasant Kumar 

Padukone. He did not like his long name and 

later changed it to Guru Dutt.  His early days 

were spent in Kolkata where his father worked 

as an administrative clerk in a petroleum 

marketing company. Dutt was very much 

influenced by his mother. Dutt's family hailed 

from the Konkan region but traveled all over 

the country on company orders. Guru Dutt 

thus, could get the taste of the variety of 

cultures found in different parts of the nation. 

Guru Dutt had a great affinity towards Hindi 

and Bengali folk music. He had a natural 

i n c l i n a t i o n  t o w a r d s  d a n c i n g  a n d 

choreography and therefore, found a way to 

enter as a student in Uday Shanker Dance 

Academy in Almora in Uttar Pradesh. The 

promulgation of War in Europe however led, to 

the closure of the dance academy and Guru 

Dutt moved to Pune to join the studio of 

Prabhat Pictures as an assistant dance 

master. It was here he met the young Dev 

Anand who was making his debut in 'Hum Ek 

Hai'.

During Prabhat days, Dev Anand had 

promised Guru Dutt that if he ever produced a 

film, he will give Guru Dutt a chance to direct 

and if Guru Dutt was to produce a film before 

Dev then Guru Dutt will cast Dev as a hero in 

his film. Interestingly, Dev Anand was the first 

one to produce his film Baazi (1951) under his 

Navketan Banner and as promised, Dev 

Anand gave Guru Dutt a break to direct this 

film. This was Guru Dutts debut film as a 

director.It was a sheer coincidence that Guru 

Dutt backed roles in movies where death 

lurked in some corner, be it a detective film, a 

romantic story, an adventure story or a serious 

narrative. His biggest encounter with death 

and tragedy was in film Sahib Bibi aur Gulam. 

Guru Dutt's private life was itself a long playing 

tragic film. His wife Geeta Dutt a Bengali 

singer was a sensitive soul needing a 

comforting husband, but Guru Dutt was rarely 

to be found at home. She then sought the 

company of alcohol and began living 

separately. The commercial failure of his film 

Kaagaz ke Phool was a major setback for 

Dutt. His emotional one sided entanglement 

with Waheeda Rehman only made matters 

worse and no one could penetrate into his 

mind to lessen the tensions.

Guru Dutt started working on a new project 

titled Baharen Phir Se Ayengi. His friends and 

well wishers were happy for him that he had 

put his past behind. On 10th October 1964, 

Guru Dutt returned home late at night. Geeta 

Roy had already separated from him. He 

asked his servant for a glass of water and then 

poured a large measure of liquor. He took a 

handful of sleeping pills and swallowed them. 

Then he laid himself to rest and never rose 

from his sleep. 

** Gautam Kaul is a film critic and 

analyst
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BY B.M. MALHOTRA 

DEVDASDEVDAS
INTROVERT TRAGIC ROMANTIC HEROINTROVERT TRAGIC ROMANTIC HERO
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The famous writer Sarat Chandra 
Chatterjee first published his 
ce lebra ted  Benga l i  nove l ,  

DEVDAS, in 1917. The story, based in a 
village, is about the love of Devdas, a young 
son of a rich high-caste landlord and Parvati, 
the daughter of his low-caste poor neighbor. 
Devdas and Parvati, who have grown up 
playing and studying together from their 
childhood, cherish a wish to marry each other.  
Their plan is, however, thwarted by the young 
man's conservative and haughty father because 
of the caste and status incompatibilities of the 
two families. Devdas is sent to Kolkata to 
pursue further studies, while Parvati is married 
off to a rich aged widower in another village. 
Devdas returns to the village but 
cannot prevent Parvati's mar-
riage taking place. Extremely 
dejected and despondent he 
again moves to Kolkata, where 
he becomes an alcoholic and 
Chandramukhi , a courtesan, 
who falls for him, gives up her 
ill-reputed profession and becomes spiritually 
inclined. Neither Parvati nor Chandramukhi 
succeeds in persuading Devdas to give drink-
ing liquor. 

He however, promises Parvati that he will 
come to see her before he dies. Meanwhile, his 
health deteriorates considerably despite 
devoted care by Chandramukhi. While still 
seriously ill, he travels with much difficulty by 
rain and a bullock cart throughout a night and 
on reaching dies in front of Parvati's marital 
home.  Just then Parvati telepathically knows 
what has happened and is shocked. Almost a 
dozen films based on this novel have been 
made over the decades in several Indian 
languages' including three as part of the 

mainstream Hindi cinema. The very first 
Devdas movie was a silent one made by Naresh 
Mitra in 1928 with Phani Burma in the lead 
role. Thereafter, B.N. Sircar's New Theatres, 
Kolkata, simultaneously produced a version 
each in Bengali and Hindi, both of which were 
directed by P.C. Barua, an intellectual who had 
been specially trained in the cinematic art in 
France. 

In the Bengali version Barua himself acted 
as Devdas with Jamuna (whom he later 
married) and Chandrabati Devi as Parvati and 
Chandramukhi, respectively, while in the 
Hindi version, star singer K. L. Saigal played 
the same pivotal role with Jamuna and 
Rajkumari as the two female protagonists. In 

the Bengali version Saigal 
played a walk-on part and 
rendered a song (his first in 
Bengali).

Contrasted with the Bengali 
version the Hindi Devdas had a 
much wider sweep and appeal in 
almost the then entire undivided 

pan India. The golden-voiced Saigal, who had 
already achieved success as a star singer in 
Chandidas (1934), became Indian cinema's 
first superstar after the unprecedented popular-
ity of the Hindi Devdas. He had also earned 
great acclaim as a consummate singer of 
ghazals (romantic and philosophical poems) 
and bhajans (devotional songs). 

In the Hindi Devdas he not only acted 
convincingly but also soulfully rendered two 
songs penned by Kidar Sharma. Both these 
songs- the romantic number, “Baalam aaye 
baso more man mein” and he pathos-saturated 
elegy, “Dukh ke ab beetat naahin” became 
extremely popular.  The  tunes  of both these 
songs were created  by Saigal  himself though 

the credit  for their music as also of the  other  
songs in the films was given  to Timir Baran , 
the regular music director. Crowds of 
filmgoers and music loving fans of Saigal 
showered unprecedented adulation on him and 
went on the see Devdas at the cinema halls 
again and again and yet again. The film created 
three legends-Barua, Saigal and Devdas, the 
character. While both Barua and Saigal 
became cult figure, the film's hero emerged as 
a reference point inspiring later filmmakers to 
attempt the same story or on themes involving 
love triangles and unrequited love. With so 
many films based on the novel as well as its 
reprints, editions and translation, Devedas has 
become Indian cinema's most enduring hero. 
The films was photographed by 
Bimal Roy, who himself later 
became a famous director and 
the shooting and presentation of 
the content were supported by 
Sarat Chandra, the writer. Apart 
from his two songs mentioned 
above, Saigal also adroitly 
rendered a part of the well 
known classical Thumri. “Piya bin naahin 
aawat chain”.  Which Ustad Abdul Karim 
Khan appreciated particularly but of which no 
separate recording was done. 

The film had also three songs by K. C. Dey, 
the world cinema's only blind singer-actor-
music director and an uncle of singer Manna 
Dey. They included the philosophical  num-
ber, “Mat bhool musafir tujhe  jaana hi hoga”, 
“Na aaya man ka meet, umariya beet gayee 
saari” and “Teri maut khadi hai sirhaane “, 
which  commentated  on the unfortunate  
hero's  tragic end. Rajkumari contributed the 
song. “Na aaye Ghanshyam” while  Pahari 
Sanyal rendered  three including  “Roshan  hai 

tere  dam se”  and “Ujad chukka  hai jo chhota 
sa aashiana”. 

Most authors and literary critics are agreed 
that tragedy is a higher form of art than com-
edy. While comedy just entertains and tickles 
on the surface tragedy not only stirs us deeply 
but also reaches the very recesses of our hearts 
making us intensely emotional. What Aristotle 
postulates long ago holds good even today. 
According to him, vicarious viewing of a 
tragedy causes to the audiences a catharsis or 
purgation of the emotions of pity and fear and 
makes them again self again self-possessed 
and calm. This explains  why audiences while  
watching this  film  shed copious tears  and 
exited  from  the cinema  hall bleary-eyed and 

emotionally charged  and wet 
handkerchiefs . 

The course of true love has 
never been smooth and such 
love is seldom consummated as 
is borne out by the romantic 
legends of Laila Majnu, Shirin 
Farhaad, Romeo and Juliet, 

Heer Ranjha, Mirza Sahiban and Sassi Punu. 
The only concession to Indian audiences, who 
are used  to watching happy ending  of films, is 
that the lovers die in  this world with a firm 
hopw-cum-belief  of meeting again soon in the 
next world. Such, apparently, was the shared 
perception of both Devdas and Parvati. 

Of all the films on Devdas made so far the 
one in Hindi starring Saigal and Jamuna stands 
out as a class apart as a venerated ancestor of 
the other despite the facts that it was made in 
black and white and without much advanced 
technology. Its music, in particular, the two 
Saigal songs continue to appeal to lovers of 
classic films and their music. 
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Animation  films :

MADE IN INDIA 
The word Animation refreshes many 

memories of childhood days. Time seemed  to 
pause, in  those countless hours of  watching 
cartoons on  television, rental VCR tapes,  
reading irresistibly witty comics and later on 
indulging  in entertaining  and addictive video 
and computer  games. At the heart of these 

joyful and entertainment, it is an incredibly 
serious business and a revenue generating 
industry. 

Looking back, animation evolved with 
small contraptions and optical illusion toys 
such as the Thaumatrope, Praxinoscope, 

thZoetrope and Flipbooks. In the late 19  century 
“Persistence of Vision” was the scientific basis 
of the human eye's perception of movement. A 
series of incrementally changing static and 
animation films, observation, persistence and a 
sense of humor are inherent qualities of great 

works of animation.   

Animation differs from live-action 
films, in its unlimited scope to bring the 
wildest of imagination to visual reality. Thus 
frequently associated with cartoon films and 
children's content, but animation is an equally 
captivating and versatile medium for adults. 
Being predominantly visual, animation can 
effectively connect and transcend language 
barriers. 

As an art and craft of visual narratives, 
animation is not new to India. One may draw 
many parallels to the diverse Indian heritage of 
performing arts, folk crafts and visual arts such 
as Kalamkari, Patachitra, Madhubani, Warli, 
Puppetry and classical Dance forms. These 
indigenous arts are exemplar of the rich Indian 
tradition of visual storytelling. But animation 
as a form of film making and as an industry is 
fairly nascent in India. 

Origins of Indian animation, not 
surprisingly, began with experiments by the 
legendary, Dadasaheb Phalke of Indian 
Cinema. After initial efforts in Agkadyanchi 
Mouj (fun of Matchsticks) and Lakshamicha 
Galicha (Carpet of Money), finally in 1917, he 
made a short animation film titled, the Growth 
of a Pea Plant using time-lapse photography. 
The Government of India played a significant 
role in establishing the animation industry. The 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting set 
up its own film production unit called the Films 

Division. 

In 1945, the Cartoon Film Unit was set 
up with Jehangir Bhownagary. The unit made 
notable achievements like animated with 
colour, cartoons and dubbing in English 
recognition came with the 22 minute animated 
film Radha and Krishna. It was directed by J. 
S. Bhownagary and produced in Eastman 
colour using miniature paintings. It was 
India's first international representation and 
won awards at the Berlin International Film 
Festival and the International Film Festival of 
Documentary and Experimental Films in 
Santiago, Chile. In 1956, with help of 
UNESCO and the US Technical Aid program, 
the Films Division invited Disney Studio 
animator, Clair. H. Weeks to  train a  league  of 
Indian animators  like Pramod Pati,  Ram 
Mohan, Bhimsain , G.K. Gokhale, Satam, 
Ezra  Mir and A.R. Sen to name a few. Also in 
the early 1960's, the National Institute of 
Design, established in Ahmedabad, Became 
the country's earliest academic institution 
dedicated to animation. Many renokwned  
animators like Ishu  Patel , R.L. Mistry , 
Narayanbhai Patel, Nina Sabnani, Citra 
Sarathy and Binita Desai were early contribu-
tors to Indian Animation short films and its 
pedagogy. 

In 1974, a short animation film titled, 

'Ek, Anek aur Ekta', produced by the Films 
Division , targeting young  children , was 
released  on the then sole national TV channel   
the Doordarshan. The film's message on unity 
was widely viewed and remembered for years 
to come. Animation Ram Mohan produced 
several award-winning public messages 
including Meena and Sara Series for the 
UNICEF. Shubh Vivah a film by animator 
Nina Sabnani was the first on a feminist social 
issue of the dowry system. The Children's 
Films society of India was started in 1955, as 
another key producer of award winning films 
such as As You Like it by Sukumr  Pillay, 
Karuna Ki Vijay by K.S. Bansod, Lav Kush by 
K.A. Abba and adventures of a Sugar Doli by 
Kantilal Rathod. 

The 1970's saw a few privately held 
studios become prominent players such as 
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sively adopted by Indian studios. Recently, 
Indian banners like Yash Raj Productions also 
tried  toe co-production  model with Disney 
Studios for the Film Roadside Romeo. 
Currently Indian animation  and gaming  is   
0.6 % of the global  market which is estimated 
to be around 150 billion US Dollars. 
According to a leading international business 
consultancy, by 2014, India's animation 
industry is estimated to grow to 54 billion US 
Dollars at a rate of 30% while the allied  
gaming  industry by 36%.

Animated films and videos have 
various applications and end uses.  First, as 
animation films including documentary, short, 
feature and experimental. They are used for 
entertainment, documentation and advertis-
ing. Second, digital animation is used for 
instructional purposes, tutorials, e-learning for 
internet and other interactive devices. 

Third, animation as popular social 
memes on the internet also termed 'Viral 
Videos' can be used for brand or cause promo-
tions. Fourth, as specialized visualization, 3D 
walk  through and digital simulation, anima-
tion can be used as presentation, learning and 
prototyping  tools in architecture, design, 
engineering, aviation, defense and the pure 
science; Fifth, animations are an inherent part 
of the  electronic gaming  experience both 
2Dand 3D. Sixth, digital animation is increas-
ingly used for digital stenography and visual 
jockeying in stage shows and events, where 
abstract animation is projected in sync ambi-
ent music and performances. 

The industry is making conscious 
moves towards an India brand of animation by 
striving for intellectual Property Rights and 
content creation roles. Indian content is 

already making it big in the Television with 
Thenali Rama series,  Chhota Bheem, Little 
Krishna . While the likes of Hanuman and 
Arjun  the warrior Prince are making waves in 
theatres. Even electronics gaming sector is 
releasing indigenous content for the mass 
market such as  Gilli Danda, Gully Cricket, 
Khokho and Ra-One. Film maker Arnab 
Chaudhuri opines, “We're taking the first steps 
to invest in our own content , and are making 
more and more bold  announcements  that use 
the medium  to tell our own stories .  We will 
definitely have a flourishing ecosystem soon.” 

The wherewithal of animation is 
captivating stories. But there is also the 
practical side of production determining the 
choice of technology and visual narrative 
styles.  Film maker of  Arjun and Warrior 
Prince, Arnab Chaudhuri says” Animation  is 
not a genre;  It's  a medium  that can tell all 
kinds  of stories  tragedies , epics  and 
romance.  A film like 'Arjun is an early foray 
into concerting the medium into a viable 
mainstream platform.'

India has a vast storytelling tradition 
rooted in mythology, legends, folk tales and 
fables and has an ever-growing pool of talent. 
The standards of animation are high and our 
adaptive industry is ready to take on viewer 
creative challenges. Apart from the main-
stream industry, independent  film makers will 
continue to push boundaries  of Indian anima-
tion as they experiment  the  nexus of art, 
animation, storytelling  and technology. The 
global market is constantly inventing greater 
immersive experience. Here, the Indian, 
animation industry is upbeat as it slowly but 
steadily tells the world to watch out for more 
animation - made in India. 

Parsad  Productions, Cine Magic and 
Ram Mohan  Biographic,  which were led by  
pioneering  animators  trained  at the Films  
Division. In 1990, animator  Ram Mohan in 
collaboration with Japanese  films maker Yogo 
co-produced  a beautifully  animated feature 
length epic mythology titled  Ramayana.With 
economic  liberalization  in the 1990's,  
Television industry also opened  out new areas 
of animations  as alternative  Films  Festival 
started  by. The films Division, introduced 
animation into the limelight. Other notable 
younger animation films makers include 
Shilpa Ranade, Gitanjali Rao, Dhimant Vyas, 
Prakash Moorthy, Vaibhav Kumaresh and E. 
Suresh. 

By mid 1990's animation was an 
established industry with a steady demand for 
well trained  and skilled  animators  and artist. 
The industry was built around the 3 key 
processes of animation namely pre-
production, and post production. Earlier 
advertising was the main revenue source for 
this industry. 

Towards the turn of the century , fast 
paced digital technology and new media, 
changed  the production techniques from hand 
drawn cel animation to 2d computer graphics  
to more photo realistic 3d Computer Graphics 
or CGI and now more real-like experience of 
3D stereoscopy for both big screens  and 
personal electronic devices . The global 
industry's preference for 3D animation and 
VFX was in favor of more sophisticated  
visuals and efficient production pipelines. 

The 2 broad sections of the current 
mainstream industry are 2d computer graphics 
for television and 3D computer graphics and 
VFX for animation live action feature films 
and Gaming. Another coexisting niche in this 

ecosystem of independent companies anima-
tion film makers, designers and game artists 
who enrich the industry with continuous 
explorations and experiments. Today, India has 
about 300 animation studios and 40 VFX 
companies with a demand more than 40,000 
animation. Apart from the National Institute of 
India in Pune, ZICA institute In Hyderabad and 
others. There are also many training institutes 
offering certificate courses imparting industry 
specific knowledge to animation aspirants. In 
addition, TASI, the Animation Society of India 
organizes hands on training and interactive 
session along with their annual called Anifest. 
Other prestigious festivals that honour and 
facilitate professional growth include 23FPS, 
the Ladakh, Mumbai, Goa and Chennai 
International Films Festivals.  

India's highly skilled  talent  pool and 
low production , led to many International 
production  houses  regularly off-shoring 
Technical operations,  production and post-
production Visual effects (VFX) works to 
Indian studios. Shrek, Madagascar, Alpha and 
Omega, Spiderman, Hulk etc. Are some of the 
Hollywood films handled by studios like 
Rhythm and Hues, Red Chillies VFX, Big 
Animation, Pentamedia Graphics Ltd, Crest 
Communications, Toonz Animation India Ltd, 
Tata Elxsi , Gameshastra, Kreeda etc. Indian 
studios benefit from such associations as they 
bring in he much needed revenue and know-
how in-house projects.

Initially in India, animation was not 
viewed as a financially viable proposition. But 
the turn of the millennium saw tremendous 
digital media consumption and gaining global 
significance for the Indian animation industry. 
International revenue came in as the BPO 
model servicing the US and UK was exten-
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